This paper proposes a new scheme of fusing cortex transform and brightness based features obtained by local windowing operation. Energy features are obtained by applying popular cortex transform technique within a sliding window rather than the conventional way, while we define three features namely directional surface density(DSD), normalised sharpness index(NSI), and normalized frequency index(NFI) as mesures for pixel brightness variation. Fusion by simply vector tagging as well as by correlation is performed in the feature space and then classification is done using minimum distance classifier on the fused vectors. The interesting point is that brightness features, though inferior on some natural images, often produces smoother texture boundary in mosaic images, whereas energy features show the opposite behavior.This symmetrically inverse properties are combined through vector fusion for robust classification of muti-texture images obtained from Brodatz album and VisTex database. Results and comparison in terms of edge smoothness and confusion matrix based accuracy metrics show the robustness of the scheme.
In this study, we propose to integrating features derived from multi-resolutional Cortex Transform 7) , originally proposed by Goresnic et al. 5 )and pixel brightness variation. Though fractal features are quite effective for texture analysis, it is tedius to compute them precisely. Hence we define three features namely normalized sharpness index(NSI), normalized frequency index(NFI) and directional surface density(DSD)as alternative to fractal dimension.
The following are the characteristics of our approach. 
Cortex Transform
The cortex transform 5) decomposes an input image into a set of subimages according to the behaviour of simple cells in the human visual system(HVS). The band pass nature of the simple cells is modelled by the Cortex filter, which is a product of two Gaussian functions in the frequency domain, namely Radial band and Orientation filters with a radial and orientation bandwidth of 1 octave and 45 degrees respectively. In polar cordinate system, they are represented as follows.
Radial band filter:
(1)
Cortex filter:
where (4) Fig.1 The detail implementation of the above Eq. (1) to (11) are given in5)15). Only the feature image generation scheme is explained here for illustrating its purpose .
Feature Image Generation
The generation of a set of features, denoted as where the block or window size is determined based on a boundary verification experiment over a number of images. The motivation is to compromise between resolution and stability. Based on this experiment , we decided to use a window of 16x16, which is the observed convenient size for a class of images. 
where N and fint represent an square block size, and the lowest radial frequency. For most cases, we used Fig.3 ).
(1) Choose a square block(16x16) of data, compute dft magnitude and translate the transform origin to the center of the block. (2) Compute the number of filters by Eq.12 and construct their kernels using Eq. 1 to Eq.11. (3) Multiply the transformed data with each of the kernels, compute features using Eq.13, 14 and store them into seperate arrays. (4) Shift the window horizontally and vertically by appropriate pixels(one pixel in our implementation) and follow steps 1 to 3 untill the whole image is scanned. This generates a set of feature images.
Features
Based on Pixel Brightness Variation 3. 1 Feature Definition It has been reported that fractal features are useful for texture analysis 12) 13) 14) However, precise values of these features are difficult to compute especially for a pattern of small area. Hence we attempted to define the following features based on the pixel brightness variation over a sliding block of size N2 centered at (xo, yo).
Directional Surface Density(DSD) is defined as: (15) group untouched and directly applied to the classifier.
Classification
Classification of the fused features is performed in supervised manner using minimum distance classifier that uses Euclidean distance as similarity measure. In the training phase, we select some samples from each tex- Here S is total scales and dmax indicates total orientations.
Experimental Results and Discussions
We conducted an experiment on the two groups of images obtained from the standard Brodataz texture album and also from VisTex database in the internet.
Twenty mosaic images from Brodatz album and thirty natural images from VisTex, all having (256x256) pixels, were examined in the experiment. Some of the sample texture images are shown in Fig.4 . variations from all of the 50 images. However, experiences show that the minimum window size should be 13x13 for the kind of images we used. This size appears necessary and imprtant to grow the above brightness features for reliable texture representation. These features extract smoother boundary with noise suppresssion in case of Brodatz mosaic textures as shown in Fig.7 with corresponding slotted histograms. These histograms demonstrate that the number of peaks are approximately equal to the actual texture classes in images. However, for some natural scene images, for example scene21 image as in Fig.8 , they fail to aggregate the homogenous texture elements. (3) Using Combined Features Integrating features eliminates the problems in the above methods. From the Fig. 6(c) and (d) , it shows, though all features(AE,MD) from ch-2 to ch-6 are highly overlapped around 0-25 slots, the low frequency channel(ch-1) features (AE) have uncorrelated peaks (solid lines) in the feature space compared to those in brightness features as shown in Fig. 8(c) , where all the surface density features appears in phase. For the three class problem in mos31 image as shown in Figs. 5 and 7, both the descriptors(cortex and brightness) well classify the three classes and the corresponding histograms also reveal more or less similar correlation. So for better classification, minimal correlation among various features with relatively higher feature values are expected. From this obsevation we decided to fuse these two kind of features to obtain more robust classification. We attempted two techniques, namely vector fusion and correlation co-efficient based fusion as explained in section 4. Figs. 9-14 show the performance of our method before and after vector fusion. From the scene51 image as shown in Fig.10 , it is observed that brightness features fails to extract cloud(top-left corner) and water(bottom), whereas the cortex transform based and combined features have extracted these classes successfully. inspection of the original images. Table 2 shows the overall classification accuracy of 20 (10, Brodatz and 10, VisTex) images out of a total of 50 images. The average overall accuracy of the complete image group and its sub-set are summerised in table 3. Fig. 17 reflects the performance comparison before and after feature integration. This shows our combined method attains the goodness of cortex features and improves the average accuracy by a narrow margin.
2 Discussions
Statistical features like mean energy and magnitude deviation apprear robust for natural images including micro-textures as in scene21 image. Despite unsmooth boundary in mosaic images, they show better discrimination ability on both image types. Our block-based processing reduces feature space dimensions to 10 for a maximum scale usage to 3. The use of fewer scales, fixed by the window size and octave spacing as determined by the 'boundary verification experiment', appears reasonable for the classes of images(mosaic and natural) considered in our experiment. However larger window (more than 16) rapidly increases computation time in our pixel based approach. One solution to this problem, 
